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I was given a Medion computer by a friend, after they bought a new computer. I was told that
Medion computer no longer worked and they would dump it if I didn't want it. I could see that
the card reader door on the front panel was missing as it had been accidentally broken off
some time ago and tossed out when the accident happened. However, the computer did have a
Windows 7 license, making it a suitable candidate for repairing, so I grabbed it. We could do
with an extra computer, as my wife and I usually share the one computer.

When I got the computer home, I decided to check to see what was wrong with it.  After
removing the side panel, I first unplugged everything not essential from the motherboard, then
I removed the RAM, cleaned the contacts and refitted it before turning the power switch on
and pressing the power button. It initially started up, but with a CMOS error. I then went into
the BIOS and altered some settings, saved the settings and rebooted it.

Now it was totally dead and it wouldn't do anything, so I turned it off and cleared the CMOS.
All further attempts to get it working, including replacing the RAM with known good RAM
failed, so the motherboard would need to be replaced. I then checked the hard drive on another
computer, but it was also dead, so something major must have happened to the computer, to
cause all these hardware failures.

I first decided to look into replacing the missing front door and panel with the broken hinges.
There would be no point in doing anything else to the computer with the front of it looking
like this. The front panel proved difficult to remove, because the optical drive was blocking
access to one of the retaining clips, but by using a thin knife, I was able to pop the clip and
remove the front panel. I knew I had another Medion computer in my shed somewhere and
after some searching, I was able to locate it. This second Medion computer was considerably
older than the one I wanted to repair, with a different front panel layout and an older DDR-2
motherboard with a Windows Vista license. The case was also badly rusted at the back and the
front power button was missing, so I didn't mind wrecking this computer for parts.

I removed the front panel from the older case and I retrieved the door panel and door and I
compared it with the original door panel from the newer case. It was significantly different, as
the front section of the newer case where the card reader is, protrudes 6mm past the rest of the
front of the case, whereas the older case does not have this protrusion and is completely flat.
Therefore the door panel from the older case was 6mm deeper than the one from the newer
case. I completely dismantled the replacement door panel and trimmed it down to size in three
different areas, before reassembling it and fitting it into the front panel. It fitted well and the
front of the computer now looked completely original, so that part was now all good.

I then checked what motherboard I could use as a replacement and as it turned out, I had a
very similar AMD based motherboard to replace the original AMD based motherboard. The
original motherboard contained an Athlon II Dual Core 3.1GHz CPU and I found a Gigabyte
GA-880GM-USB3 Rev 3.1 motherboard with an Athlon II Quad Core 3.0GHz CPU. Then I
managed to find a set of four Kingston 2GB DDR-3 RAM modules for it in my box of DDR-3
RAM, which I installed and they tested good with Memtest 86+, so that was the RAM sorted.

I then fitted the original heatsink and fan from the old motherboard after cleaning them, as this
heatsink was larger than a stock AMD heatsink and the fan was also slightly larger and it was
fitted with a clip-on trumpet. As it turned out, the trumpet from the older case was a slightly
different shape and it actually suited the newer case better than the original trumpet, as it lined
up better with the holes in the side panel, so I used that trumpet instead of the original one.



I had a spare 500GB Seagate hard drive, so I installed that and I then went about installing
Windows 7 on the computer. When I neared the end of the installation, I accidentally forgot to
un-tick  the  box  to  automatically  activate  Windows  when  connected  to  the  internet  and
Windows immediately tried to activate, but the computer had no internet connection. As a
result of this, Windows then jumped up and down and produced a message saying that this
copy of Windows was not genuine.

I was not impressed, as I knew I had a valid, legal Windows key on the case, which I had
entered correctly during the installation. In order to rectify this situation, I simply booted from
the installation DVD again,  formatted C:\  Drive and reinstalled Windows,  this  time being
careful to un-tick the automatic activation box, which I normally do anyway. I'd just missed it
on the first occasion. Windows now booted up without complaint and when I checked, I had
30 days left to activate Windows, so all was now good. I then installed the drivers for the
motherboard and the inbuilt Wi-Fi card, which is located behind the front panel. After a few
days of testing to make sure everything was OK, I then activated Windows, but I could not do
this online, because the key was invalid for online activation.

This meant that I had to activate Windows over the phone by punching 48 digits into the
phone and then entering the resulting numbers into the activation screen. Apart from being a
pain,  this  went without a hitch and Windows was now activated and showing that  it  was
genuine. I have no idea why Windows initially said that it was not genuine when it tried to
activate over the internet, as I have never encountered this issue previously. I suspect that it
was because the key wasn't valid for online activation, so Windows thought it wasn't genuine.

However, there was now a further problem, because the original motherboard had two internal
USB 3.0 ports on it, into which two cables were plugged. One cable was for the front USB 3.0
port and the other cable was for a backup drive connector on the top of the case. As I wanted
to be able to use the USB 3.0 port on the front of the computer, I had to think of some way of
being able to connect it up. The backup drive connector was less important, as I didn't have an
original backup drive anyway. I have never previously seen a motherboard with internal USB
3.0 ports on it and only some of the newest motherboards have 19 pin USB 3.0 headers.

A search on eBay turned up a USB 3.0 PCI-e x1 card with two external rear USB 3.0 ports
and an internal 19 pin header at the front of the card. This would be ideal, as I had already
previously seen a 19 pin USB 3.0 plug to two USB 3.0 Ports adaptor on eBay, so I ordered
two adaptors and two cards and I waited for them to arrive. Once the parts arrived, I installed
one of the cards and plugged in a 19 pin to two USB 3.0 Ports adaptor and connected the two
USB 3.0 cables. I turned on the computer and grabbed the card's driver CD.

I then tried to find the correct driver on the CD, which proved to be anything but straight-
forward, because the CD contained several drivers, so it was trial and error until I found the
correct driver for the card. Unfortunately, there was no note from the seller to indicate which
driver was the one for this particular card. With the correct driver now installed, the front USB
3.0 Port was now functional and ready to use. The backup drive connector should now work
also, but I don't have an original backup drive to use with it, but it's ready just in case I ever
happen to obtain one later and I wish to use it.

We started using the Medion, but then we noticed that the clock was not keeping time and it
would often be several hours fast. I thought I would try replacing the clock crystal some time,
but  in  the  meantime,  we  would  just  synchronise  the  time  with  the  internet  time  server,
whenever we used the computer. However, after about a week with the computer working
well, my wife informed me that it no longer worked. I investigated what the problem was and
I found that the motherboard had failed completely.



When the power switch on the power supply was turned on, the computer would initially start,
but then power off after about one second. I suspected that the problem was that the voltage
regulators for the CPU had failed, as I have previously encountered this problem on several
different motherboards over time. I unplugged the P8 connector (many motherboards have a
P4 connector) near the CPU and then I found that when the power switch on the power supply
was switched on, the computer started immediately. However, nothing worked, of course, so I
would now need to replace the motherboard yet again.

I had another look through my shed and I found an old rusty case with a Windows XP license,
which had a Gigabyte GA-880GM-USB3 motherboard in it,  so I thought I would use this
motherboard for the Medion. However, I then noticed that even thought it was exactly the
same model,  this  board  was  different,  being  a  Revision  1  board,  whereas  the  one  in  the
Medion was a Revision 3.1 board. The main difference was a slightly different layout near the
RAM slots, with the Revision 1 board also having one IDE connector and one Floppy Drive
connector, whereas the Revision 3.1 board did not have these additional connectors. Other
than this, both motherboards were almost identical with the same number of SATA ports.

I knew I had another Revision 3.1 motherboard in another computer that I'd just upgraded, so I
decided to retrieve the Revision 3.1 motherboard from that computer to use in the Medion. I
would then use the Revision 1 motherboard in the other computer, which worked out more
practical, because the other computer had a moulded floppy drive slot in the font panel. By
using the Revision 1 motherboard in the other computer, I could then connect up the floppy
drive again. I'd been wondering how to address this issue previously, so now I had the answer.
The motherboard swap went smoothly, with both computers back in operation again, with
their original CPU and RAM, although I did have to reinstall the USB 3.0 driver in the other
computer, because the Revision 1 motherboard has a different USB 3.0 chip, but all the other
drivers  for  both  motherboards  were  identical.  In  both  cases,  Windows  didn't  have  any
complaints about the motherboard being changed and everything still worked correctly.

With the Medion up and running again, I  thought everything would be fine now, but this
situation was short lived, because the next morning, my wife told me that the computer wasn't
working again and just beeping. I was not impressed. Surely, the motherboard hadn't  died
again, as it was working fine the day before. I turned the computer on and listened to the
beeps. It sounded like a RAM issue to me, so after turning it off again, I laid the computer flat
on  the  table  and removed the  side  panel,  then  I  removed the  RAM and reseated  it.  The
situation was still the same, with the computer just beeping. I removed the RAM again and
this time, I put the modules back one at a time, checking each time for a single beep. Now,
with the  four  RAM modules refitted,  everything was fine  and the computer was working
again.  It's  a  bit  strange  that  the  RAM needed  reseating  the  day  after  the  computer  was
reassembled, but stranger things than this have happened.

So now the Medion is back in operation again and so far, after several weeks, it's performing
well. I just hope that this situation continues, because I don't have any more motherboards the
same as the one in it. Although this has been a somewhat time-consuming exercise, the end
result is a refurbished, reasonably modern computer, that would have otherwise gone to scrap.
While it may not be up to gaming, it's very suitable for internet browsing, emailing and other
similar  activities.  Because  I  got  the  computer  for  nothing  and  I  used  mainly  recycled
components for the refurbishment, except for the new hard drive and the USB 3.0 card and
adaptor, the computer cost me considerably less than the price of a new computer. The end
result  was  certainly  worth  the  effort  involved,  even  though  this  refurbishment  was
significantly more complex than what would have been the case with a regular, standard PC.


